Empower and inspire your
hybrid workforce with HP
All the devices, solutions, and services your employees need
Creating a successful model of hybrid work at your organization means ensuring seamless collaboration, flexibility, and enhanced productivity and efficiency.
With HP you can do just that. Buying your printers, PCs, and services from HP is more than just efficiency. It is a chance to build a technology ecosystem with
strong security and sustainability features that help reduce the need for IT intervention and brings your distributed workforce closer.
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Boost workforce productivity
HP work from home
solutions
HP workforce solutions
Devices to power your
hybrid users

Find your work from home flow with a
suite of devices and solutions that keep
you connected with your team, as you
work apart, even in tight spaces, and with
tools to help you focus.

Next Category

Give your distributed employees a simple way to set-up:
Print from any device

Connecting with HP Smart app1 lets you print right away
from your smartphone, tablet, or laptop.

Turn any space into
an office

With features like a built-in webcam2, collaboration keys, four
convertible use modes and touch display, HP laptops can adapt
to your requirements.

Connect with ease

For employees who need a flexible solution for easy docking and
undocking to work from various spaces, HP’s E-series monitors,
USB-C©3 docks, wireless mice, and wireless keyboards are the
way to go. They can be easily plugged into a desktop or laptop, so
you don’t waste time connecting and start working immediately.
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Boost workforce productivity
HP work from home
solutions
HP workforce solutions
Devices to power your
hybrid users

90%

of workers say they
perform better in welldesigned spaces4.

Next Category

Your workforce has a mix of different employees and user groups:
road warriors, power users, and office go-to staff. Each user group
has different needs. HP’s workforce solutions can help every kind
of employee feel comfortable, connected, and supported, wherever
they’re working from5.
Mobile road warriors

C-suite executives, sales representatives, and those who need
the flexibility to work from anywhere fit into this classic road
warriors category. HP can help your mobile road warriors feel
empowered with flexible solutions for easy docking and un-docking,
such as HP EliteBook, HP Elite Monitor, HP Dock, and other wireless
accessories.

Power users

Those working with huge amounts of data and running multiple
programs simultaneously and pushing their workflow to achieve
greater speed, faster iterations, and richer visualization are your
power users. Equip them with powerful devices that perform in any
location, such as Z by HP, whose mobile Workstation PCs help users
excel with even their heaviest workloads.

Office staff

Your administration office, back office, inbound sales team,
and operational staff who need or prefer stationary workspace
comprise your go-to, get-it-done office crew. Equip them with a
comfortable workforce solution that addresses their work needs
and personal well-being, such as HP EliteDesk Mini Desktop,
HP Elite Monitor, and HP wireless accessories.
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Boost workforce productivity
HP work from home
solutions
HP workforce solutions
Devices to power your
hybrid users

Today work happens from home, office,
and even while on the go. Answer the
technology needs of every worker to
ensure they deliver their best work
wherever they need to be.

Next Category

HP Elite Business PCs

The HP Elite laptops have powerful processors to empower your employees to take
on the most demanding projects. These laptops are crafted with quality materials
to match your work style and come with self-healing, hardware enforced security
from HP Wolf Security6. Complement HP Elite laptops with HP Docks, Displays, and
Accessories to help employees make any space a productive office.

HP ZBook Mobile Workstation PC

Zbook laptops are designed to deliver competitive performance on-the-go for
technical and creative professionals. Designed for modern working styles, these
devices provide extreme performance for the most-demanding professional
workflows, delivering the powerful processing and graphics, cutting-edge design
and unrelenting reliability that teams need to work at their best.

HP Dragonfly Series
Employees who work on the go from anywhere with a Wi-Fi connection, be it the
airport or the coffee shop, need collaboration technology that enables them to
work wherever they are. Weighing less than 1kg, the HP Dragonfly Series laptops
have long battery life and enables smooth collaboration in any environment with
crisp, clear audio by Bang & Olufsen.

HP LaserJet Enterprise 400 Series
Help employees make the most of their home workspaces with the HP LaserJet
Enterprise 400 series. Despite the small size, printers from this series perform
as well as any full-size MFP in your office. That’s not all– HP LaserJet Enterprise
400 series printers seamlessly integrate with SharePoint®, Dropbox™, and Google
Drive™, ensuring you connect paper with digital workflows, ultimately conserving
energy, paper–and workspace.
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Create a secure foundation that puts protection first
HP Wolf Security
Proactive security that
makes a difference

HP Wolf Enterprise
Security for printer
protection

The HP portfolio of endpoint security is
hardware-enforced security and offers
robust protection for your PCs, printers,
employees and your business, no matter
where work takes place.7

Previous Category

Next Category

Whether or not you have a dedicated IT team, HP Wolf security solutions counter aggressive
cyberattacks with powerful software and optional services8,9. From self-healing firmware and in-memory
breach detection to threat containment via isolation, HP Wolf Security enables remote recovery from
firmware attacks. HP Wolf Security starts at the hardware level and extends across software and
services, providing comprehensive endpoint protection and resiliency, rooted in Zero Trust principles.  

Application isolation
with HP Sure Click10

HP Secure Managed Print Services enable layered defenses and
resiliency across the organization. An optimized set of hardware,
software, and services help IT harness the power of improved security
in printing and imaging environments with ease.

Application
persistence with
HP Sure Run11

Thwart all malware trying to shut your critical security processes by
keeping them up and running with HP Sure Run11

Firmware
administration with
HP Sure Admin12

Create a digital signature that allows IT admins to securely manage
BIOS over the network, with HP Sure Recover.13
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Create a secure foundation that puts protection first
HP Wolf Security
Proactive security that
makes a difference

HP Wolf Enterprise
Security for printer
protection

Working from anywhere can introduce
many hidden risks and issues. Home-use
printers and laptops often lack built-in
security features. Moreover, many
home-based users have poor personal
security habits, raising the vulnerability
to cyber-attacks.
To keep your business safe, you can now
equip your teams working from homes,
offices, or on the go with hardwareembedded secure PCs and printers.

Previous Category

Next Category

HP Elite Business PCs are engineered with hardware-embedded security features that not only detect
and protect but also recover from cyberattacks before they can disrupt your distributed workforce and
your business.

Firmware security and resiliency with HP Sure Start14
Automatically recover from firmware attacks or corruption with the world’s first
self-healing BIOS and restart with a safe copy with HP Sure Start.

Get Next-gen antivirus with HP Sure Sense15
Find and neutralize malware and ransomware with HP Sure Sense12 that uses AI
to create an intelligent threat defense.

Built-in privacy screen with HP Sure View16
Shield sensitive information from prying eyes with HP Sure View.

OS resilience with HP Sure Recover13
Automatically restore OS without the help of IT support, with HP Sure Recover.

Monitor vulnerabilities with HP Endpoint Security Controller17
Quickly recover your PC from attacks with HP Security Controller that provides an
isolated chip acting as a control center to monitor vulnerabilities.
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Create a secure foundation that puts protection first
HP Wolf Security
Proactive security that
makes a difference
HP Wolf Enterprise
Security for printer
protection

Streamline your print fleet security policy,
ensure compliance, and protect your
workflows with HP Wolf Enterprise Security.
It protects data and information both on
company and personal networks, enabling
real-time detection, automated monitoring,
and ongoing validation to protect your
employees’ printers at every phase of
operation.
From expert-led services to cloud enabled
workflows, HP Wolf Enterprise Security
helps defend against and recover from
cyber threats and frees your IT to focus on
important strategic matters.

Previous Category

Next Category

HP Print Security
Advisory Services

HP’s credentialed cyber security experts assess your vulnerabilities
and compliance needs, then build a robust security plan to help
secure your printers and data.

HP Secure Managed
Print Services

HP Secure Managed Print Services enable layered defenses and
resiliency across the organization. An optimized set of hardware,
software, and services help IT harness the power of improved security
in printing and imaging environments with ease.

HP Managed Print
Cloud Services

HP Managed Print Cloud Services help you build a secure, agile
workplace with smart, fast, more connected teams working from
anywhere.

HP Secure Print and
Insights

HP Secure Print and Insights simplifies the company’s print
infrastructure with cloud-native architecture that supports zero-trust
and internet-only environments, eliminating the need for IT to manage
on-premise servers, print queues, and print drivers. It delivers a simple,
convenient, and secure printing to end-users no matter where they are.
Make print fleet management easy for IT with comprehensive
analytics from dashboards that track where and how print is
produced
Get visibility into print costs and its environmental impact across
the enterprise
Enable continual optimization of the print environment.
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Easily manage flexible work and distributed devices
HP Manageability
Services
HP Managed Print
Services
HP Managed Print
Cloud Services
HP Flexworker Service

HP Manageability Services help IT simplify
and improve end-user device management
and deliver a better employee experience
across endpoint devices and applications.18

1
2
3
4
5
6

Provide multi-vendor, multi-OS device monitoring and
management solutions with HP TechPulse analytics
platform
Address issues before they affect end users with the HP
TechPulse analytics platform

Previous Category

Next Category

HP offers three Manageability Service offerings:
HP Proactive
Insights19

HP Proactive Insights uses machine learning and AI to identify
potential issues so they can be addressed before impacting employee
productivity Receive notifications, hardware inventory, incidents, and
system health from the HP Proactive Insights’ dashboard, powered by
HP TechPulse20.

HP Proactive
Insights Experience
Management21

Take your PC experience a step further with premium service expertise
from HP that provides advanced analytics on devices, OS, business
applications, networks, and employee sentiment. Easily measure
and manage how employees engage with technology across your
workplace. Proactively identify IT roadblocks, and recommend
remediations that make IT more efficient, optimize costs, and improve
employee productivity and satisfaction—wherever they are.

HP Adaptive Endpoint
Management22

Adopt modern management at your own pace by working with
our Service Experts to migrate your on-premises infrastructure,
applications and existing endpoint management to the cloud.
Experience protection that’s always on with cloud-based patching for
OS and apps.

Help with deploying apps and software in a consistent,
scalable way
Improve employee experience and engagement
Reduce time spent on complicated tasks
Save money on the expenses of endpoint management
software licensing
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Easily manage flexible work and distributed devices
HP Manageability
Services
HP Managed Print
Services
HP Managed Print
Cloud Services
HP Flexworker Service

Previous Category

Next Category

Deliver a seamless printing and scanning
experience, no matter where your
employees are working with HP Managed
Print Services (MPS).

1
2
3
4

Make it simple for employees to set up their office
printers in any location
Ensure employees receive supplies replenishment, and
print on the go23
Enable users to print and digitize information from
virtually anywhere on any device without compromising
the security of your organization
Make hybrid print fleet management easier, with cloudenabled solutions that enhance workflows and provide
greater visibility
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Easily manage flexible work and distributed devices
HP Manageability
Services
HP Managed Print
Services
HP Managed Print
Cloud Services
HP Flexworker Service

Previous Category

Next Category

Transition your print ecosystem to the
cloud with a fully managed experience
across home, office, public, and shared
spaces with HP Managed Print Cloud
Services (MPCS).  

1
2
3
4

HP Managed Print Cloud Services are globally managed  
Delivers an always-on print environment with layered,
HP Wolf Security, optimized for your unique
business needs
Lower the time, effort and money spent on legacy
on-premise infrastructure as you entrust print
management to HP Experts, allowing IT to focus on
true priorities  
HP MPCS print application modules are developed,
automated, cost-optimized, and tested for scalability
and performance
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Easily manage flexible work and distributed devices
HP Manageability
Services
HP Managed Print
Services
HP Managed Print
Cloud Services
HP Flexworker Service

Previous Category

Next Category

Make managing remote printers as easy
as if they were in the office with HP’s
Flexworker Service, so your workforce can
do their best when working from home.

1
2
3
4
5

Provide an enterprise-grade print experience for
remote workers  
Get logistical support such as printer provisioning,
delivery, and automatic supplies replenishment
Offer the reassurance of HP Wolf Security and remote
manageability  
Get more visibility over supplies, printer, and HP
CarePack purchasing process
Manage supplies for your entire fleet through central
billing and consolidated reporting
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Enable truly effective collaboration from anywhere
HP Presence
HP Remote Solutions
HP Document Workflow
Cloud Solutions

HP Presence creates a better way to
experience more genuine collaboration
through end-to-end solutions, so your
teams feel more connected with each
other, even if they are not together5,24.
It provides a better way to see, hear, and
share—whether you are in the same room
or not.

Previous Category

Next Category

Works with Zoom and Microsoft
Teams Rooms

Interacts intuitively with users
to provide an intelligent meeting
experience  

Delivers useful real-time
analytics to IT

A suite of scalable, bundled options
with hardware and services for
meeting spaces of any size

Ongoing enhancement of employee experience with HP Presence Insights20
by reconfiguring room configurations or relocating underutilized speakers or
cameras analytics to IT
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Enable truly effective collaboration from anywhere
HP Presence
HP Remote Solutions
HP Document Workflow
Cloud Solutions

Previous Category

Next Category

HP Remote Solutions is a complete
hardware and software solution to power
your remote workforce through their
heaviest workloads with high-performance
workstation laptops, desktops, displays
and solutions.

HP Z Displays
Develop and share your projects with a high performance, color accurate conferencing display and
experience extraordinary, true-to-life color and see all your projects at once, in stunning detail.

Z by HP Workstations
Z by HP Workstations powers your complex workflows and empowers you to get more done with
extremely reliable devices designed for demanding projects25. From data analysis and visualization
to real-time rendering, 3D design and animation—Z Workstations drive the heaviest professional
workflows It allows your hybrid workforce to access the power of Z workstation by downloading the
ZCentral Remote Boost Software.
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Enable truly effective collaboration from anywhere
HP Presence
HP Remote Solutions
HP Document Workflow
Cloud Solutions

Empower your workforce with an
integrated portfolio of digital workflow
solutions and smart content management
to improve productivity. HP Document
Workflow Cloud solutions ensure
information flows effortlessly across your
organization and is instantly accessible
from anywhere.

HP Intelligent
Capture Software  

Previous Category

Next Category

HP Intelligent Capture gives your workforce the power to extract
content from any physical or digital source using any device.
Offers powerful data capture with easy integration into cloud
workflows  
Allows instant data classification and routing via the cloud  
Store and integrate information into existing workflows or build new
workflow solutions  

HP Intelligent
Workflows Software

HP Intelligent Workflows enable smart and secure content
management that help ensure effortless flow of information across
your organisation.
Helps make content accessible from anywhere, and users can
easily design secure custom workflows to suit their needs  
Smart document management removes barriers from the flow of
information across the organization  
Streamlines operational processes quickly to automate tedious
tasks, saving time for both IT teams and end-users  
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Advance your sustainability goals   

Previous Category

Conclusion

HP is committed to combating climate change and works to reduce climate change impacts across its supply chain, operations, products,
and solutions. It offers responsible end-of-use services for your devices, allowing you to phase out devices securely and responsibly, and
helping you to reduce environmental impact.
In recognition of these efforts, HP has earned the #1 spot as America’s Most Responsible Company for 2022 according to Newsweek26.  

HP Device Recovery Service

HP Sanitization Service5

27

This service securely retires your end-of-use devices with expert data erasure
and device re-purposing that drives a more sustainable, circular economy.

Secure your information and get peace-of-mind by having HP completely
erase data and destroy stored media from old PCs and devices in accordance
with latest industry standards.

HP Deinstallation Service

HP Recycling Service5

5

This service helps with deinstallation tasks on old PCs and devices,
before new ones are deployed.

This service ensures responsible recycling of your end-of-use devices by
removing precious metals and plastics.

MORE SERVICES
Print Sustainability Assessment Service

HP Carbon Neutral Managed Print Services30

Tackling ocean plastics in the supply chain
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Advance your sustainability goals   
Print Sustainability
Assessment Service
HP Carbon Neutral
Managed Print
Services30
Tackling ocean plastics
in the supply chain

Previous Category

Conclusion

To take the right action towards reducing the impact of printing, you must first be aware of the areas
of improvement. To assist your organization in this regard, HP offers a unique platform called SIRA
(Sustainable Impact Reporting & Analytics) that shows how your fleet is performing, allowing you to
measure progress and unlock optimization opportunities.28,29
With data from SIRA, you will get actionable insights into how you can take immediate steps towards
lowering your carbon emissions.

Insights on your fleet’s total CO₂ emissions and QoQ emission reductions

An analysis of the reductions achieved with Instant On and duplex printing across your
MPS printer fleet  

An overview of your print carbon footprint and number of offsets purchased on your
behalf to provide you with a carbon neutral print service

Recommendations on the actions to take to optimize your fleet and further reduce your
printing carbon footprint
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Advance your sustainability goals   
Print Sustainability
Assessment Service
HP Carbon Neutral
Managed Print
Services30
Tackling ocean plastics
in the supply chain

Previous Category

Conclusion

HP offers comprehensive carbon neutral Managed Print
Services, (MPS) making it simple for you to advance your
sustainability goals and be more productive, without any
form of disruption.
With environmental impact considered across the value
chain, HP Carbon Neutral MPS covers the lifecycle
emissions of everything from raw material extraction,
manufacturing, transportation, use, and end of service care.
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Advance your sustainability goals   

Previous Category

Conclusion

Print Sustainability
Assessment Service
In 2021, HP manufactured over 5.4 billion Original HP and Samsung cartridges

HP Carbon Neutral
Managed Print
Services30

using a cumulative

134,000 tonnes

of recycled

plastic, including from recycled HP Cartridges.

Tackling ocean plastics
in the supply chain
This has kept post-consumer or post-industrial recycled plastic content

962 million
143 million
5.5 billion

Original HP Cartridges and an estimated

apparel hangers and

postconsumer plastic bottles out of landfills,
instead upcycling these materials for continued use.31

HP use ocean-bound plastics (OBP) in an increasing number of products
across their portfolio, and have launched more than 300 new products
around the world that contain small quantities of OBP since 2017.32
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Conclusion

Previous Category

As your organization moves to a hybrid workplace model, you
need the right devices, services, and technology to manage
your increasingly flexible offices and bridge the gap between
the physical and digital offices.
Embracing new solutions will support your hybrid
workforce to stay productive and achieve success, no
matter where they are working from. Ultimately, the goal is
enhanced productivity, collaboration, security, and ease of
management. HP enables all this and more in a sustainable
manner, giving you a competitive edge above the rest.
To understand how HP technology can power your
organization’s digital transformation, contact your HP
representative today.
Talk to us
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